
What was awesome about the 2010 cross country team? 

 

 Always getting a hello and smile from Boots. 

 The performance of the girl’s team at Regional. 

 Ruth Kenney breaking 24:00 at Big 12. 

 The potential of our sophomore boy’s team. 

 Kelsey Kinley’s time at the last meet. 

 The focus in which Tyler Becker warmed up for state as an alternate! 

 Watching our freshman grow up as runners and teammates. 

 Willem throwing up his arms with pride in the chute at the Big 12. 

 Working and hanging out with the Cardio Room group. 

 Being around Wes every day! 

 Watching Taylor Weber overcome injury and get better. 

 Eric Gordon! 

 Bekka Rood taking care of her teammates at State. 

 The quiet determination of Caleb Augspurger and Jeremy Kemp. 

 Watching the determination on Emily Peacock’s face when she runs. 

 Kyle Tobin’s pride in his team. 

 Bailey Kerschieter’s artwork. 

 The many nicknames of Robert, Bobbie, Rob, Bob, Robbie. 

 Having numerous adults tell me how nice Emily Brelsfoard is. 

 The smile of satisfaction on Doug Cook’s face after his PR at Sterling. 

 Having so many past, present and future valedictorians. 

 Drew hyped up on sugar (and a lot of pride) after state. 

 Our first foreign exchange student-athlete Salome Gueidon. 

 Bryce showing the York runner that West does not back down. 

 Paige Weekly being a good sport for some of my jokes. 

 Chase Cook understanding how good he will be track because of xc. 

 Ali Cleinmark having such a positive influence in her one year. 

 Jared Arthur being such a positive person each day. 

 Having Branden Lucas back on our team. 



 Our girl’s team spirit the week of state. 

 Caleb Buckley and his headphones. 

 Girls and boys repeating as Big 12 Champions. 

 BCC loss was our gain in Collin. 

 The homecoming parade. 

 Roman killing the boys in CORE. 

 Giving shout outs every Monday. 

 Having 23 Big 12 scholars. 

 Having 11 IHSA Scholars. 

 Placing 15 new records on the board. 

 Having a healthy Logan Abeling all season. 

 


